2021 Rivian R1T

Battery
135 kWh
Liquid cooled
Max Charge Rate
- AC: 11.5 kW, 240v L2
- DC: 160 kW
Connector
CCS
see www.chargeway.net

Electric Range
100% Electric
- Efficiency: tbd MPGe
- Performance: 0-60 in 3.0 sec, 750 horsepower

MSRP
$69,000
Incentives
- Federal Tax Credit: up to $7,500
- Oregon Rebate: does not qualify - MSRP
- WA Sales Tax Exemption: $0 ($45k sales price cap)
- OR Charge Ahead Rebate: does not qualify - MSRP

As low as
$61,500

Notes
- 105 & 180 kW versions will be available
- Shipping late 2020 with the R1S SUV to follow
- 4 motors - 1 per wheel

www.oeva.org